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Abstract - In this paper we introduce a technique to embed context-based information into an audio signal and to extract this
information from the signal during playback. Context-based information can be any kind of data related to the audio signal
such as the lyrics of a song or the score of a piece of music. A typical application will display the extracted information.
Techniques from lossy audio compression, especially MPEG-1-Layer-II, are used to ensure inaudibility of the noise introduced
into the audio signal by the embedded data. Another aspect of our work deals with synchronized processing of the contextbased information. Applications for embedding text information and for extracting this information during playback have been
implemented and are presented in this paper. A variety of tests has been conducted to study the embedding capacity of various
audio signals and to verify inaudibility of the embedded information.

I.

INTRODUCTION

During playback of an audio signal it is often desirable to have additional information which belongs to the audio signal
available. This additional information, in the following referred to as context-based information, can be any kind of data related
to the audio signal such as the text of a song or the score of a piece of music. Typically, the context-based information is
processsed in some way during playback, for example by displaying it.
A convenient way of handling context-based information is to embed it directly into the audio-signal. Once the information is
extracted during playback it is ready for further processing. This method guarantees the availability of the information during
playback of the audio signal without having to transmit it explicitly each time the audio signal is transmitted over a network or
within a file system.
Several methods exist that carry text information along with digital audio data. One of them is CD-Text [1] which was designed
for use with the CD audio format. An additional data stream contains the text information and a special CD player reads both
the audio and the data stream. In view of a portable data format, the most severe disadvantage of CD-Text is the dependence
on the CD audio format. The audio format for the Digital Compact Cassette (DCC) provides a similar approach for storing text
information [2].
Steganographic methods circumvent the problem of dependency on a specific data format by integrating the data stream into
the audio data. An example for such a steganograhic method is the Audio Mole [3, 4], proposed by the Atlantic project, which
uses the least significant bit of each audio sample for additional information. A major drawback of the Audio Mole is the
introduction of noise that may create audible artifacts in the signal.
Previously known methods that use a psychoacoustic approach to ensure inaudibility of the embedded data typically allow only
for very little data to be embedded. Mostly, such methods have been developed for watermarking purposes where robustness is
more important than capacity [5].
To increase the embedding capacity significantly, our new embedding method incorporates some features of to-day’s high
quality, low bit rate audio codecs. With the help of a psychoacoustic model of the human auditory system (HAS) the masking
threshold of the signal (in the frequency domain) is computed. Frequency components whose sound pressure level lies below
the masking threshold are not perceivable by the HAS.
A common technique in lossy audio compression (as in ISO/MPEG 1) is the quantization of audio samples with the objective
of keeping the quantization noise below the masking threshold. In a similar way we use a modified re-quantization algorithm
to embed the context-based information. The amount of information that can be embedded lies in the range of the compression
factor of the underlying audio coder, minus some bits required for the detection of the information and some error correction.
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The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of MPEG-audio coding and explains how the number of
bits available for embedding the context-based information is calculated on the basis of the quantization information and the
scalefactor information of an underlying MPEG-1-Layer-II-encoder.
Another objective in our work is the synchronized processing of the context-based information with playback of the audio
signal. In section 3 we introduce concepts for the synchronized display of the text of a song and for musical scores. We
investigate several techniques to overcome problems with the embedding capacity.
As a result of this work a waveplayer has evolved which extracts text information, displays it, and highlights each word as it
is sung. Furthermore a tool has been developed to embed the context-based information interactively. Both tools are based
on an implementation of an ISO/MPEG-1-Layer-II codec [6]. In section 4 we discuss the technical issues in realizing those
applications. Some arrangements had to be made to provide for error detection and error correction.
The results of extensive studies are presented in section 5. The studies are divided as follows: The embedding capacity has
been analyzed for a variety of audio signals. In this paper we present the results for pop music songs (section 5.1). The quality
of the modified audio signal has been studied using both objective (section 5.2) and subjective measures (section 5.3).
In section 6 a summary of the presented work is given.
Further applications of the proposed technique are synchronous storage of simultaneous translations/multilingual translations,
synchronous embedding of score data such as musical notes etc., or storage of navigation information for applications with
hypertext systems.

II. EMBEDDING CONTEXT-BASED INFORMATION WITH RESPECT TO
PSYCHOACOUSTIC CONTRAINTS
Overview of ISO/MPEG-1-Layer-II-coding
Figure 1 shows an MPEG-1-Layer-II-codec. The input signal is split into frames of 1152 samples per channel. Each frame
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Figure 1: ISO/MPEG-1-Layer-II-codec. Top: encoder, bottom: decoder.
is transformed by an analysis filterbank with 32 equal-spaced bands to the subband domain. Next, the 32 subbands are split
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into scaleblocks, each containing 12 subband samples. Using a set of 63 predefined scalefactors the subband samples of each
scaleblock
are normalized with a scalefactor to optimize the interval in which the samples are represented.

At the same time, the input signal is transformed to the frequency domain by a Windowed Fourier Transform. The resulting
spectrum is fed into the psychacoustic model which calculates the masking threshold of the spectrum. With the minimal
masking threshold in the frequency interval of a subband and the total energy of the spectral lines in the corresponding frequency
interval, the signal-to-mask-ratio (SMR) for each subband is calculated. Using the SMR it is possible to determine the amount
of permissible quantization noise with respect to audibility ofthe
More formally, if the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) of
 noise.

the noise resulting from quantization with an  -bit quantizer,
 , is greater than the
of the corresponding subband,
the quantization noise is not audible.
The bit allocation routine distributes the bits available for quantization in the best way according to perceptual aspects. The
total numbers of bits available for the encoded bitstream depends on the chosen bitrate of the coder. Furthermore, the bits
needed for header information and for side information (scaling and quantization information) have to be taken into account in
determining the number of bits available for quantization.
The subband samples are scaled and quantized, and finally, the header information, the side information, and the quantized
samples are merged into a serial stream.
The decoder separates the stream into header information, side information, and quantized samples. The quantized samples are
dequantized and rescaled. The resulting subband samples are fed into the synthesis filterbank giving a PCM signal.
For detailed information regarding audio compression using MPEG 1 the reader is referred to [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].

Calculating the number of bits available for context-based information
Using the quantization information of the MPEG-coder the number of bits available for embedding the context-based information is obtained. To assure preservation of the audio quality of the underlying codec the scaling information has to be taken
into account aswell. Furthermore, subbands which are not assigned any bits by the bit allocation algorithm are not used in the
embedding process.
The number of bits available for embedding context-based information in one sample will be referred to as the embedding
bitwidth in the rest of the paper.
The scalefactors are given by
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Figure 2: Synchronized display of lyrics of several vocal parts. A locator marks the frame that is being played.

III. SYNCHRONISING THE CONTEXT-BASED INFORMATION AND THE
AUDIO SIGNAL
For many applications dealing with context-based information it is desirable that the context-based information be processed
(e.g. displayed) at a certain predefined moment in time which correspondends to some event in the audio signal. The synchronization of the context-based information with the audio signal is an essential part of our work.
First, we introduce a concept for synchronized display of the text of a song with one vocal part only. Next, we extend this
concept to the text of several vocal parts, and finally, we give an idea how music scores can be embedded and synchronized.
A note on the precision of synchronization: In our work we use frames as a time measure for synchronization (assuming
a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz a frame lasts for approximately 26 ms). Other measures could be the time elapsed since the
beginning of song in ms or fractions of frames. It is not feasible however, to realize such precise measures without great effort
since on a real system between five and ten frames are sent to the audio device in one call. The calling program does not have
full control over the exact moment in time when processing takes place. This said, it is sensible to use frame numbers as a
measure for synchronization.

Synchronization of text information
As the display of a whole line of text generally does not correspond to an event in the audio signal, in our approach each word
is synchronized separately. A typical application will display a whole textline five to ten frames before the first word of the
textline is sung and highlight each word when it is sung.
The text information that is embedded into an audio signal with one vocal part is given by an ASCII-string defined by the
following format:
word ` word  -a-b- word  c
@ mark` mark  -a-b- mark  c
’0xff’
Using C-style notation the symbol ’0xff’ represents a byte with all bits set. The first line contains the text that
< will be
displayed. The second line, beginning
with
the
symbol
@
contains
the
frame
numbers
for
highlighting,
where
mark
indicates
<
the frame number when word will be highlighted. The frame numbers are subject to the following constraints:

dfe,gih k
` j !D
dfe,gih < ' d=e,gih <Tl  nmG!1#*>o#3pq'*%r
dfe,gih <  F smIp'*>o'*%r

(7)

A value of -1 indicates that no further highlighting will be done in the corresponding textline.
An example for the actual string that will be embedded is the following textline:
People always told me
@ 18 31 46 57
’0xff’
Figure 8 contains an example for synchronized display of simple text.
The above concept for synchronized display of unison text information can be adapted for text information with several vocal
parts in the following way (using the same notation as above):
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;

;

;

word` ` ;word`  ; b- -a- word ` Et ; 
@ mark ` ` mark `  -a-a- mark ` Et 
..
.

;

;

;

word u c ` ;word u c  ; -a-b- word u  v^; wWx c
@ mark u c ` mark u c  -a-b- mark u  v^wWx 
’0xff’
Here, each line containing text information corresponds to one vocal part of the song and each line containing frame numbers
(starting with the symbol ’@’) indicates the frame numbers for highlighting. The symbol ’0xff’ indicates that the text lines
are ready for processing. In analogy to (7) the frame numbers have to satisfy

d=e,gihy ; `kj D
! nmG!1#Kz{' 
d=e,gih9y ; < ' d=,e gih9y ; <Nl  |m=!}#~z{'  nmG!1#>'&% y F 

(8)

A valid frame number has to be specified for each word due to the different method of display: Once the byte ’0xff’ is read,
the words are placed on a time scale in accordance with their corresponding frame number and a locator marks the frame being
played during playback (see Fig. 2 for an example).

Synchronization of a musical score
Two additional things are required for embedding and synchronizing the score of a piece of music:

A a concept for description of notes and other musical elements,
A a concept for serialization of the music information.
We may achieve both requirements using the notation of the Standard MIDI1 File (SMF). With MIDI, musical information
is represented in a series of events. For the score of a piece of music this means that one has to transform the score (being a
representation of musical information in notes and other symbols) to events. There exist a variety of programs for accomplishing
this.
In addition to coding the music information in so-called MIDI-events the SMF allows for meta-events such as the text-event and
the lyric-event. These events offer a straightforward way for embedding text information in addition to the music information.

Overcoming embedding capacity bottlenecks
We have investigated several techniques to overcome capacity bottlenecks. Two sources for this problem have to be distinguished:

A There is not enough embedding capacity in the whole signal.
A Two separate items of context-based information (such as two text lines) collide, i.e. the frame where the embedding of
one item starts is already occupied with another item.
Depending on the application the following techniques can be applied to solve the above problems, where techniques 1-4 will
increase the embedding capacity in general and techniques 5 and 6 will distribute the bits available in a favourable way:
1. Compression of the context-based information: Using a lossless compression scheme can result in a more compact
representation of the context-based information. Depending on the application, however, the format of the data which
will be embedded may be chosen compact already and further compression will have only minor effects on the size of
the data.
2. Making use of the subbands at higher frequencies: In MPEG-coding at high sampling rates such as E -  kHz, the
subbands with the highest frequencies are not assigned any bits by the bit allocation algorithm. In other terms, these
subbands are quantized with zero bits. To guarantee that the embedding noise is of the same order as the quantization
noise, these subbands are not used for embedding context-based information (consider an  -bandwith-limited signal

where  '
! kHz; the quantization noise of the two subbands with highest frequencies is always zero). However, since
any signal located at these frequencies is not perceivable by the HAS, these subbands can be used safely for embedding
context-based information.
1 MIDI,

Musical Instruments Digital Interface
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3. Making use of the absolute threshold in quiet: In signal parts with silence there is no embedding capacity since all
subband samples are ”quantized” with zero bits. It makes sense, however, to choose the embedding bitwidth in such a
way that the resulting embedding noise is below the absolute threshold of audibility. This technique guarantees a minimal
constant rate of embedding capacity.
4. Reducing the bitrate of the encoder: The number of bits used for quantizing the samples of a subband depends on
various factors, one of them being the bitrate which is fixed in the case of an MPEG-1-Layer-II-encoder. A smaller
bitrate reduces the number of bits available for quantizing the subband samples and, following the computation of the
embedding bitwidth in (4) and (5), increases the embedding bitwidth.
Applying this technique may, of course, result in perceptual deterioration of the signal.
5. Using a bit reservoir: The MPEG-1-Layer-III-encoder uses a so-called bitreservoir to make up for temporary shortage
of bits needed for quantization. A frame which has bits left over after quantizing in such a way that the quantization
noise is below the masking threshold can ”put” these remaining bits in the bit reservoir. Another frame, at a later point in
time, which needs more bits than it has available for quantizing to ensure that the quantization noise is not perceptible,
can ”take” bits from the reservoir. Bits remain in the reservoir for a fixed time interval and the encoding and decoding
processes are delayed by this interval.
The use of a bit reservoir in the same way can prevent temporary shortage of embedding capacity. We describe the
realization of an embedding bitreservoir techique in a companion paper [14].
6. Relocating an item of context-based information: A straightforward way to deal with the collision of two items of
context-based information is to relocate the first item to an earlier point in time. However, this can initiate a ”dominoeffect” where the relocated item collides with the item before, and so on.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
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Figure 3: Embedding procedure.
The embedding procedure is shown in Fig. 3. The input signal is split into frames of 1152 samples per channel and each frame
is processed separately. The scalefactor information and quantization information are computed in the same way as in the
MPEG-codec described in section 2.1. Using this the embedding algorithm computes the embedding width and embeds the
context-based information. This step is described in detail in section 4.2. The synthesis filterbank produces a PCM signal. To
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account for the overall delay of the filterbank (481 samples) the signal is advanced by 481 samples. This step is necessary to
make sure that the samples that build up a frame are the same for the embedding process and the extraction process.

Structure of an embedding block

MSB

signature
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1st sample
PSfrag replacements
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bits for
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Figure 4: Embedding block.

Embedding takes place scaleblockwise since the embedding bitwidth is computed scaleblockwise. A scaleblock which is used
for embedding context-based information is called an embedding block.
Figure 4 shows an embedding block. The block contains 12 subband samples. A sample may contain more than 16 bits since the
analysis filterbank transforms the input signal from 16-bit integer values to floating point values. Only the 16 most significant
bits are relevant for our application, though, as they will be transformed back to 16-bit integer values by the synthesis filterbank.
Of the embedding bitwidth % as computed in 2.2, only 2  %F~+ bits are used to transport information. The 3 remaining bits
are used for a forward error correction (FEC) which will be described later in this section. Scaleblocks with an embedding
bitwidth of %K'3) are not used for embedding information.
The first five samples of each embedding block are not used for context-based information. They carry a signature instead
which is used for detecting the context-based information during the extraction process. Furthermore, the signature bits contain
information about the embedding bitwidth so that the extraction algorithm knows how many bits to read from the following
samples.


The remaining seven samples are used for the context-based information. Of the  % bits available for embedding only  %GF$+
bits are used for the context-based information.
Between the embedding and the extraction process, errors may occur in the values of the subband samples. Those are due to

A the filterbank which satisfies only the NPR-property (NPR, near perfect reconstruction),
A the sytem architecture, and
A transformation of integer values into floating point values and vice versa.
To prevent crippling
the context-based
information, a FEC based on arithmetic coding is used [15, 16]. A number (H is
Z  of
 ,   + . In this way the binary representation of is extended by 3 error correction bits and is made
mapped to B
,B
robust against errors in the interval  F+   .
 
 a-b-a-  ` . Let 
We
the binary representation of the 16 most significant bits of a subband sample with  
 0 describe
 b-a-a- D`9 be the binary representation of the signature bits or the context-based information depending on the sample

number and 2  %F+ where % is the embedding bitwidth for the embedding block. The embedding pattern      a-a-b-c `7
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to be embedded and the bits for error correction 4

consists of the information

< 
<
 


<
<

   
V
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!D  

"!1#&>@'*+D
= "+$#&>@'*%r-

(9)

The embedding pattern  is embedded into sample  using the following function:

    ? 
 b-a-b-  `

 
  a-b-a-  ` o
 



  b-a-b-c  `  ?  b-a-b-c     

(10)

The embedding algorithm

1. Input:

A Frame q consisting of 96 scaleblocks  


<
` b-a-a-   , where  , 
! #> 'E) ,

contains 12 subband samples.

A Scalefactor information and bit allocation information for each scaleblock in q :   <  < ,
!$#&>@'3E) .
A Previous frame rame    , if   is not the first frame of the signal.
<
<
 < <
2. Using   compute the embedding bitwidth  for each scaleblock  , ! #P>I',) using
(4) and (5).
3. Remove falsely detected signatures.

<

4. For all  , !}#*>@'*E) do:

A If there is context-based information to be embedded and )3#  < '
 ) , then embed
<
signature and context-based information of bitwidth  F+ plus 3 error correction bits
into the samples of the block.

5. Carry out a final error correction on frame q  .
6. Output: Frame   and frame   c , if it exists.

Figure 5: Embedding algorithm.

The embedding algorithm is shown in Fig. 5. The computation of the embedding bitwidth is carried out as described in section
2.2 (step 2).
To make sure that no other scaleblocks than the embedding blocks carry a valid signature, all scaleblocks are checked. If a
signature is detected it is removed by changing some bits in corresponding samples (step 3).
After embedding the context-based information (step 4) a final error correction has to be performed. This is due to the fact that
an error which occurs in sample of a scaleblock (not an embedding block) can change the binary representation in such a way
that the whole scaleblock contains a signature during extraction. To prevent this, all steps up to extraction are performed and
any information extracted is matched against the information embedded. Because of the delay of the filterbank this step can
only be carried out with a delay of one frame.

The extraction algorithm
The extraction algorithm has been realized for simple text information, i.e. songtexts with one vocal part only. The algorithm
is given in Fig. 6.
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1. Input:

A Frame  consisting of 1152 PCM samples.
A Buffer

containing extracted information which has not been displayed yet.

0
` a-b-a-c   , 2 ¢¡ , with frame numbers corresponding
to the textline which is currently displayed.
A Display buffer B  £. ` a-b-a-c . y c , z ¡ , with frame numbers for the display of the
textlines in .
A Frame number ¤ of  .

A Synchronization buffer 5 

2. Play  .

<
3. If ¤  , !$#>'32 , then highlight next word in the display.

.
` then display next textline in , delete ` from B and the textline from .
5. Carry out analysis
filterbank on  . The resulting 1152 subband samples are split into 96

scaleblocks  ` a-a-b- 9¥  containing 12 samples each.
<
6. For all  , !}#*>@'*E)1' , do:
A If   </; ` b-a-a-  </; ¦ contains a valid signature, then
4. If ¤ 

.

– determine
embedding
bitwidth of, read out the context-based information § from
/< ;
  </; 
b-a-a-  ¨ and concatenate § with .
.
– If ’0xff’ ©§ , then compute the frame y when the textline will be displayed
as follows: let % be the frame . number when the. first word
Z in the textline will be
highlighted. If ¤ '*%4F~ª , then y C % F«ª , else y  ¤
.
7. Output:

A Possibly modified buffers , 5 and B .

Figure 6: The extraction algorithm for simple text information.

Implementation details
The algorithms described in sections 4.2 and 4.3 have been implemented for audio data in the Waveform Audio File Format
(Waveformat) which supports PCM-audio data. The audio data should contain 16-bit samples, sampled at a rate of E -  kHz.
The whole software runs under Windows and Linux, the GUI parts were realized using the GUI toolkit FLTK [17]. The software
is split in the following components:

A mbed gui:

This is a GUI application which supports the user in generating valid context-based information using
the format described in section 3.1. This application computes the frame numbers when the embedding process for each
textline should start to ensure that the text information is displayed before highlighting starts. Shortage of embedding
capacity can be handled in various ways using some of the techniques described in 3.3.

A mbed:

This application implements the embedding algorithm from section 4.2. It can be called directly from the
previous application.

A karaoke:

This GUI application implements the extraction algorithm from section 4.3.

If there is enough embedding capacity, it is possible to use only one channel for embedding the context-based information. This
reduces the running time of the algorithm by nearly one half.
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Figure 7: The embedding software mbed gui.

Figure 8: The playback software karaoke.
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V. TESTS
A series of tests was conducted to evaluate the quality of our embedding method. As the main objective of our work is to
present an embedding method for lyrics of songs and scores of music, we present the results of our studies for songs with
accompanying music. We have studied other types of signals aswell, such as speech signals and vocals without music.
For testing purposes we distinguish regular embedding and maximum embedding where the embedding noise is maximized.
With our studies we attempt to answer the following questions:

A Is there typically sufficient embedding capacity for our purposes?
A What is the ratio of embedding noise and the global masking threshold?
A Is the regular embedding of text information perceptible?
A How is regular embedding into one channel evaluated compared to regular embedding into both channels?
The testing material was mainly picked from the EBU/SQUAM test CD [18].
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(528 bits) are to be embedded into the first signal. Highlighting of the first word takes place at frame numbers 33 and 217,
respecti
 vely. Up to frame number 27 there are 3164 bits available. The second textline will be embedded into frames 203-208.
For the second signal there is plenty of embedding capacity aswell. In general, all pop music songs that we studied had enough
embedding capacity for text information.

Comparison of embedding noise and the masking threshold
We define the ratio of embedding noise  and masking threshold %µ

·

  
W. ¶
 ¨%µ ?¤ 

.,¶
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where   is the average energy of the embedding noise of the three scalefactors of subband % and %µ
¤  is the energy value
of the global masking threshold for subband % as given by the psychoacoustic model.

A value of ! dB represents
a level in the threshold calculation of E) dB below the energy of a sine wave of amplitude ¼ +  )E! .
;
½

Using this, the energy   , !$#&%('*+ , !1#  '*+ , is computed as follows:
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Figure 10: EMR-values for a pop music piece. The maximum of all EMR-values using regular embedding using a bitrate of

384 kbps (not shown here) is Fª-  dB.
Figure 10 shows the EMR-values for a pop music piece. Embedding text causes no audible noise in the signal since all EMRvalues lie below zero. If the embedding noise is maximized (top picture in Fig. 10) only a handful of EMR-values lie above
the masking threshold. Because of the small number of such EMR-values we can safely assume that they do not cause severe
artifacts in the signal. Using a different bitrate, however, the signal’s quality will deteriorate severly as can be seen in the figure.
The EMR-values for other pop songs are comparable to the values shown.

Results of a listening test
We tested our method in a listening test with eleven people. Figure 11 shows the results for relative comparisons of pop music
songs. Two versions (original and modified) of the same song were played subsequently and the test persons were asked to
judge the difference in quality of the second version with respect to the first version on a scale ranging from -3 to 3. In the
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Figure 11: Results of listening tests. For each piece of music the average evaluation and the standard deviation are shown.

figure a value of -3 means that the quality of the modified signal is much worse than the quality of the original, a value of 0
indicates not difference in the two signal’s quality, and a value of +3 states that the quality of the modified signal was much
better than the quality of the original.
The comparisons between the original and the modified signals show that no obvious distortions were introduced into the
signals by our embedding method.
The second test compares regular embedding in both channels to embedding in one channel only. Again, no obvious preference
can be detected.
Our studies prove that our embedding method is suited very well for embedding text information into songs. Because of the
high embedding capacity it is reasonable to assume that other types of context-based information can be embedded aswell.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced a technique to embed context-based information into audio signals. The embedding is suitable
for online-extraction and synchronous presentation of text and audio. We described MPEG-1-Layer II based embedding and
playback systems for audio pieces with one vocal part. Such systems may be used for karaoke-like applications. We furthermore
discussed possible extensions for the support of multiple vocal parts and the embedding of score information.
Although the present realization of our system is based on the audio coding techniques described above, there is much room
for simplifications. Conceptually, we only need suitable (fast) transforms and psychoacoustic models to realize our embedding
methods. Especially an optimized spectral transform is likely to allow for a significant extraction speed-up.
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